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Abstract—The classical occupancy grid formulation requires the use of a priori known measurement likelihoods whose values are typically either assumed, or learned from training data. Furthermore in previous approaches, the likelihoods used to propagate the occupancy map variables are in fact independent of the state of interest and are derived from the spatial uncertainty of the detected point. This allows for the use of a discrete Bayes filter as a solution to the problem, as discrete occupancy measurement likelihoods are used. In this paper, it is firstly shown that once the measurement space is re-defined, theoretically accurate and state dependant measurement likelihoods can be obtained and used in the propagation of the occupancy random variable. The required measurement likelihoods for occupancy filtering are in fact those commonly encountered in both the landmark detection and data association hypotheses decisions. However, the required likelihoods are generally a priori unknown as they are a highly non-linear function of the landmark’s signal-to-noise ratio and the surrounding environment.

The probabilistic occupancy mapping problem is therefore reformulated as a continuous joint estimation problem where the measurement likelihoods are treated as continuous random states which must be jointly estimated with the map. In particular, this work explicitly considers the sensors detection and false alarm probabilities in the occupancy mapping formulation. A particle solution is proposed which recursively estimates both the posterior on the map and the measurement likelihoods. The ideas presented in this paper are demonstrated in the field robotics environment.
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applied to outdoor sensing applications as they can operate under various environmental conditions where other sensors will fail. This is due to the radar’s ability to penetrate dust, fog, and rain [Brooker et al., 2001].

II. RELATED WORK

In cluttered outdoor or underwater environments where there can be numerous false alarms (incorrectly declared landmarks) and/or outliers (infrequent spurious returns), so called ‘landmark management’ techniques are often used to identify ‘unreliable’ landmarks and delete them from the map. This is in order to reduce the possibility of false data association decisions. From the literature, two common methods of identifying true landmarks from noisy measurements are the discrete Bayes filter [Montemerlo et al., 2003], [Thrun, 2003], which propagates a landmark existence variable obtained from a sensor model and the ‘geometric landmark track quality’ measure [Dissanayake et al., 2001], [Makarov and Durrant-Whyte, 1995] which is a function of the innovation for that landmark. The discrete Bayes filter approach is more commonly used in an occupancy grid framework for map building applications.

Signal processing problems are not new to the field of autonomous mapping and landmark detection but are generally treated in a simplified manner. In the underwater domain, sonars also return a power versus range vector which is difficult to interpret. In his thesis [Williams, 2001], S. Williams outlined a simple landmark detection technique for autonomous navigation in a coral reef environment. The maximum signal to noise ratio exceeding an a priori constant threshold is chosen as the point target. Clearly this method of extraction results in a large loss of information, as the power information at all other ranges except that which is declared a landmark is disregarded. This can compromise the amount of information present in the map. In [Majumder, 2001] S. Majumder attempts to overcome this loss by fitting sum of Gaussian probability density functions to the raw sensor data (in the form of a power vs range spectrum), however this represents a likelihood distribution in range of a single point landmark which is misleading as the data can be the result of multiple landmarks, leading to the association of non-corresponding landmarks.

In field robotics, standard noise power thresholding was again used by S. Clark [Clark and Durrant-Whyte, 1998] using an FMCW radar. The range and bearing measurements of the detected point were then propagated through an extended Kalman Filter framework to perform navigation and mapping. The method was shown to work in an environment containing a small number of well separated, highly reflective beacons. The method was extended slightly in [Clark and Dissanayake, 1999] where, even bounce specularities were used to extract pose invariant landmarks. Again the environment contained reflective, metallic containers. A. Foessel [Foessel et al., 2001] also demonstrated radar mapping capability through the use of a log odds approach using a heuristic scoring scheme. Impressive results were produced however, detection statistics were not considered and mathematical justification for the model was also not provided.

This paper further explores the problem of signal detection within a robotics framework to perform mapping. It is shown that by using signal detection theory, the occupancy random variable has a precise (but unknown) measurement likelihood, and that previous occupancy approaches in fact use a theoretically incorrect likelihood which is independent of the state of interest. Furthermore, it is shown that the discrete Bayes filter is no longer applicable to the propagation of this variable, as the measurement likelihood itself is not discrete. A new particle filter based method is therefore developed to estimate the posterior distribution of the occupancy variable and perform map building.

The paper is organized as follows: Section III outlines the general occupancy grid problem, showing how the exact occupancy variable measurement likelihood can be used when signal detection theory is considered. The problems with a discrete Bayes filter solution are also discussed. Section IV presents the problem formulation while section V discusses a particle filter solution to the occupancy variable estimation recursion. Section VI then presents some results of the proposed method using real radar data collected from outdoor field experiments and comparisons with previous approaches as well as images and occupancy maps generated by SICK laser range finders for map validation.

III. THE GRID-BASED ROBOTIC MAPPING PROBLEM

Probabilistic robotic mapping (RM) comprises stochastic methods of estimating the posterior density on the map, when at each time instance, the vehicle trajectory, \( X^k = [X_0, \ldots, X_k] \), is assumed a priori known. The posterior density of interest for the RM problem is therefore,

\[
p_{k|k}(M_k|Z^k, X^k).
\]

This density encapsulates all the relevant statistical information of the map \( M_k \), where \( Z^k = [Z_0, \ldots, Z_k] \) denotes the history of all measurements, up to and including the measurement at time \( k \). Each measurement, \( Z_k = [z_{1k}, \ldots, z_{jk}] \), with \( j \) being the number of measurements at time, \( k \). The density can be recursively propagated, with the standard conditional independence assumptions [Thrun et al., 2005], via the well known Bayesian update,

\[
p_{k|k}(M_k|Z^k, X^k) = \frac{p(Z_k|M_k, X_k)p_{k|k-1}(M_k|Z^{k-1}, X_k)}{\int p(Z_k|M_k, X_k)p_{k|k-1}(M_k|Z^{k-1}, X_k) dM_k}.
\]

Since a static map is commonly assumed,

\[
p_{k|k-1}(M_k|Z^{k-1}, X_k) = p_{k-1|k-1}(M_{k-1}|Z^{k-1}, X^{k-1})
\]

\[2\] Fixed threshold detection is indeed the optimal detector in the case of spatially uncorrelated and homogenous noise distributions of known moments.
that is, the time update density in the Bayes recursion is the posterior density at time $k-1$. Note that in general, a static map assumption does not necessarily imply that eqn.(2) is valid. This is due to occlusions which may result in corrupted segments of $M_k$, which consequently cannot be observed by the sensor, nor represented by the likelihood $p(Z_k|M_k, X_k)$. To model this added uncertainty, an extended formulation is required with vehicle state dependant Markov Transition matrices, or state dependant detection probabilities incorporated into the measurement likelihood. Although not explicitly formulated in this manner, this observation was considered in the seminal scan-matching paper of Lu and Milios [Lu and Milios, 1997]. Two methods of metric map representation dominate the autonomous robotics community, namely a feature-based map which consists of dimensionally reduced representations of the environment [Smith et al., 1987], and grid-based maps [Elfes, 1989]. The latter grid-based mapping framework is addressed in this paper.

A grid-based map discretises the naturally continuous cartesian spatial state space into a fixed number of fixed sized cells. The map is therefore represented by, $M_k = [m_1, \ldots, m_q]$, where $q$ is the number of a priori assigned grid cells, at predefined discrete spatial cartesian coordinates [Moravec and Elfes, 1985], [Grisetti et al., 2007]. As the cartesian location of the $i$th cell, $m_i$, is a priori assigned, the grid-based map state, $m_i$, comprises an estimate of the probability of a landmark existing in that discrete cell, at time $k$. In this paper, this is referred to as the occupancy state space, and is the filtering state space of any grid-based RM algorithm. Here $m_i \in \Theta$, with the constraint,

$$\sum_{\theta \in \Theta} \theta = 1. \quad (3)$$

The set $\Theta$ can consist of an arbitrary number of hypotheses but usually contains $\{O, E\}$ in the case of a Bayesian approach [Thrun, 2003] and $\{O, E, U\}$ in the case of a Dempster-Shafer approach [Mullane et al., 2006], where $O, E, U$ represent ‘Occupied’, ‘Empty’ and ‘Unknown’ respectively. In this work, the classical Bayesian approach is examined, and $M_k$ then represents the estimate of Occupancy in each cell at time, $k$. The Emptiness estimate is denoted, $\bar{M}_k = [\bar{m}_1, \ldots, \bar{m}_q]$. The true state of the $i$th cell is denoted, $m_i$, for occupied, and $\bar{m}_i$ for empty.

The most popular method of evaluating the recursion of eqn.(1) is by modeling the map $M_k$ as a zero order Markov Random field so that each occupancy state, $m_i$, can be independently estimated, i.e,

$$p_{k|k}(M_k|Z^k, X_k) = \prod_{i=1}^{i=q} p_{k|k}(m_i|Z^k, X_k).$$

and the update becomes,

$$p_{k|k}(M_k|Z^k, X_k) = \prod_{j=1}^{j=q} \prod_{i=1}^{i=q} \int p(Z^k_i|m_i, X_k)p_{k|k-1}(m_i|Z^{j-1,k-1}, X^{k-1})dm_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Note that for the grid-based RM problem, the number of measurements, $z$, equals the number of map cells, $q$. This is because map cells which are not observed (do not interact with sensor beam), are assigned a dummy, non-informative measurement. Furthermore, since the trajectory, $X^k$, is assumed known, the map cell-measurement correspondence is assumed known and thus $i = j \forall i = [1, \ldots, q]$.

The RM state space filtering problem can then be written as,

$$M_k = M_{k-1} \quad \quad (5)$$

and the update becomes,

$$Z_k = h(M_k) + V_k \quad \quad (6)$$

which indicates a static time-update and where the measurement is a function $h(\cdot)$ of the state, with $V_k$ being sampled from an assumed a priori known noise distribution. Recall that the state in the grid-based RM problem is an estimate of the existence of a landmark at a given discrete location, i.e filtering in the occupancy state space.

A. Grid-Based RM with Range Measurements

This section details the standard method of evaluating the recursion of eqn.(4). For clarity of exposition, the case of the single map cell, $m_i$, is outlined with the $i, j$ cell and measurement indices being discarded. Since the trajectory, $X^k$, is assumed known, it is also discarded from the density functions. The measurement likelihood may therefore be written as, $p(z_k|m_k)$, and assuming it to be discrete, it can be shown that [Thrun, 2003]

$$\log \frac{P(m_k|z^k)}{1 - P(m_k|z^k)} = \log \frac{P(m_k|z^k)}{1 - P(m_k|z^k)} + \log \frac{1 - P(m_0)}{P(m_0)} + \log \frac{P(m_{k-1}|z^{k-1})}{1 - P(m_{k-1}|z^{k-1})} \quad (7)$$

where $m_0$ is the initial estimate on landmark occupancy in the given cell and is typically set at 0.5 [Moravec and Elfes, 1985]. Note that $P(m_k|z_k)$ inverts maps from the measurement at time $k$ to the occupancy state, $m_k$. These so-called ‘inverse’ models are also required by Dempsters update rule,

$$m(\theta_3) = \sum_{\theta_1, \theta_2} m_1(\theta_1)m_2(\theta_2) \quad \quad (8)$$

Note that in the commonly considered spatial state space feature-based approaches [Smith et al., 1987], the number of measurements typically does not equal the number of elements in the map state.

$^3$Note that in the commonly considered spatial state space feature-based approaches [Smith et al., 1987], the number of measurements typically does not equal the number of elements in the map state.
more theoretically founded approaches attempt to obtain the likelihood of a measurement, given the state $m_k$. For previous grid-based RM algorithms, the measurement $z_k$, used for the evaluation of the likelihood, $p(z_k|m_k)$, comprises a range reading reported by the exteroceptive range measurement unit, assuming a 1D reading. A range reading corrupted by a Gaussian distributed noise signal of variance, $\sigma^2$, results in a measurement likelihood,

$$P(z_k|m_k) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{(z_k-h(m_k))^2}{2\sigma^2}}. \quad (9)$$

where $r$ is the true range to the cell. When considering the spatial state, i.e. the location of a given cell $m$, the measurement equation for the likelihood of eqn.(9) becomes,

$$z_k = h(m, X_k) + v_k \quad (10)$$

where $v_k \sim N(0, \sigma^2)$ and $h$ is a function relating the spatial state of $m$, to the range reading, $z_k$. However, for the grid-based RM problem, since the spatial state space is a priori discretised into cells of fixed location, filtering occurs in the occupancy state space. Previous approaches use a discrete interpretation of the likelihood of eqn.(9), and use the evaluation of the likelihood at discrete locations as the occupancy measurement, as depicted in figure 1.

![Fig. 1. This figure shows the indirect generation of occupancy measurements from standard range-based algorithms. The evaluation of the Gaussian range likelihood in the surrounding discrete cells with spatial states, $r_{-4}, \ldots, r_{+4}$, are used as occupancy measurements.](image)

From an occupancy state-space perspective, taking the arbitrary case of the range reading reported by the sensor to be $z_k = r_{-2}$, the resulting occupancy measurement becomes,

$$\frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{(r_{-2}-r_{-2})^2}{2\sigma^2}}. \quad (11)$$

This measurement is a function of the range reading, $r_{-2}$, and the range measurement noise, $\sigma^2$. However, with respect to the filtering state of interest, $m_k$, it can be seen that such a measurement has no dependence on the occupancy state. Therefore, this shows that range-based approaches adopt a state-independent measurement for propagation of the occupancy state estimate. Furthermore, the occupancy measurement is discrete, which allows for the subsequent discrete Bayes filter implementation proposed in the literature [Konolige, 1997], [Thrun, 2003], [Moravec and Elfes, 1985].

The range at which a sensor reports the presence of a landmark can be used in the filtering of its spatial estimate. However, whilst this may be correlated with the sensor’s ability to correctly detect the landmark, the reported range at which the landmark is hypothesised to exist does not provide a measurement of $m$ (the occupancy state) but only a measurement of its location. To correctly formulate the grid-based RM problem from a Bayesian perspective, and have a truly state dependant measurement, the measurement, $z_k$, should be re-defined as a binary set with $z_k \in \{\text{Detection}, \text{No Detection}\}$. Therefore, through using a range reading as the measurement, previous occupancy sensor models subtly assume complete knowledge of the sensors’ detection characteristics, namely $p(z_k|m)$ (probability of detection) and $p(z_k|m)$ (probability of false alarm), and the occupancy measurements become discrete. That is $p(z_k|m)$ and $p(z_k|m)$ are assumed completely known. Note this is typically the case for most likelihood calculations including data association [Wijesoma et al., 2006] and particle filter SLAM solutions [Grisetti et al., 2007], where landmark detection likelihoods are assumed known or ignored completely. The following section outlines the reformulation of the discrete grid-based RM filter.

B. Grid-Based RM with Detection Measurements

Once the occupancy measurement, $z_k$, is defined in detection space rather than range-bearing space, the measurement likelihoods (for both detection and non-detection) become real signal processing parameters. A simple expansion of the occupancy posterior where the measurements are detections and non-detections, shows how the occupancy measurement likelihoods can be obtained when the signal processing stage is considered. Consider the probability of occupancy given a history of measurements,

$$P(m_k|z^k).$$

The measurement history $z^k$ is now considered to be a series of binary hypothesis decisions on the presence or absence of a landmark (derived through some function of the measured signal intensity) given by the measurement model. Thus each measurement, $z_k$, is the output of a likelihood ratio test and can be denoted $D$ if a detection was made, or $\bar{D}$ if no detection was made. We can then expand about both measurement hypotheses to get,

$$P(m_k|z_k=D, z^{k-1}) = \gamma_D^{-1}P(z_k=D|m_k)P(m_k|z^{k-1}) \quad (11)$$

$$\gamma_D = P(z_k=D|m_k)P(m_k|z^{k-1})+P(z_k=\bar{D}|m_k)P(\bar{m}_k|z^{k-1}) \quad (12)$$

$$P(m_k|z_k=\bar{D}, z^{k-1}) = \gamma_{\bar{D}}^{-1}P(z_k=\bar{D}|m_k)P(m_k|z^{k-1}) \quad (13)$$

$$\gamma_{\bar{D}} = P(z_k=\bar{D}|m_k)P(m_k|z^{k-1})+P(z_k=D|m_k)P(\bar{m}_k|z^{k-1}) \quad (14)$$

These equations calculate, in closed form, a statistically correct posterior of the occupancy random variable, where the measurement likelihoods $P(z_k=D|m_k)$, $P(z_k=\bar{D}|m_k)$, $P(z_k=D|m_k)$ and $P(z_k=\bar{D}|m_k)$ are those frequently
encountered in landmark detection algorithms. A graphical representation of the landmark detection hypothesis is shown in figure 2 where,

- \( \mathcal{H}_m \) : no landmark signal present
  \[ s^i \sim p(s|\bar{m}, \Omega_m) \]

- \( \mathcal{H}_m \) : landmark signal present
  \[ s^i \sim p(s|m, \Omega_m) \]

Here, \( s^i \) is the power intensity measurement (i.e. a sample) by the sensor, \( p(s|m, \Omega_m) \) and \( p(s|\bar{m}, \Omega_m) \) represent the received signal fluctuation densities under both landmark presence, \( m \), and landmark absence, \( \bar{m} \), respectively and are further discussed in section IV-D. A likelihood ratio is then defined by [Kay, 1998],

\[
L(s) = \frac{p(s|m, \Omega_m)}{p(s|\bar{m}, \Omega_m)}
\]

and,

\[
z_k = \begin{cases} 
  D & \text{if } L(s) \geq T \\
  \bar{D} & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

The four probabilities present in the detection hypothesis problem, which are also required by eqns. (11) and (13), are typically referred to as,

- \( P(z_k=D|m) \) – Landmark detection likelihood (DL)
- \( P(z_k=D|\bar{m}) \) – False alarm likelihood (FAL)
- \( P(z_k=\bar{D}|m) \) – Missed detection likelihood (MDL)
- \( P(z_k=\bar{D}|\bar{m}) \) – “Noise” detection likelihood (NDL).

As a result of this subtlety, previous occupancy sensor models typically assume complete knowledge of the sensors’ detection characteristics (detection and false alarm likelihoods), and the occupancy measurements become discrete. The signal processing and measurement intensity information that may be available, are usually ignored. Consequently, this assumption allows for each cell to contain a discrete occupancy measurement which can be updated using the discrete log-odds equation (or Dempsters equation in the case of evidential measurements). This is in contrast to the landmarks’ spatial estimates which use continuous measurement likelihoods and are propagated in a Kalman or particle filter framework.

Given a binary measurement space, discrete measurement likelihoods can be used to calculate the occupancy posterior, through the update equations (11) and (13) which in turn require completely known measurement likelihoods. However, these likelihoods can generally only be calculated exactly when two a priori assumptions are made, these are - a known mean landmark signal to noise ratio (SNR), \( \mu \), and known landmark power fluctuation likelihood, \( p(s|m, \Omega_m) \) [Gandhi and Kassam, 1989]. Under the further assumption of identical and independently distributed (IID) noise power samples, a suitable power threshold can be calculated which will exactly obtain the theoretically derived measurement (and hence occupancy) likelihoods. In this case, the measurements required to calculate the posterior occupancy probability, \( P(m_k|z^k) \), are deterministic and a discrete Bayes filter implementation is valid.

However, when these assumptions are relaxed (the primary assumption being the known \( \mu \)), the above measurement likelihoods become continuous and thus the propagation of the occupancy random variable estimate must be carried out using continuous filtering methods (EKF, Particle Filter) as opposed to a discrete filter. As the measurement likelihoods are two complimentary sets, \( \{ P(z_k=D|m_k), P(z_k=\bar{D}|m_k) \} \) and \( \{ P(z_k=D|\bar{m}_k), P(z_k=\bar{D}|\bar{m}_k) \} \), only one likelihood from each set needs to be estimated. Furthermore a discrete filtering approach, which disregards the uncertainty of the measurement likelihood estimate, will equally weight both the measurement and the prior as they are considered to have equal covariances. Occupancy measurements are in fact highly correlated with the vehicle location and structure of the environment, and should not be treated equally. For example, specular reflections are likely to occur at high angles of incidences, and clutter free observations should be treated with greater confidence than those with interfering signals.

**C. Detection vs. Range Measurement Models**

In this section, the occupancy posterior is propagated for a set of simulated data, illustrating that optimal performance (in terms of estimating the correct number of landmarks) can be achieved when the actual measurement likelihoods are used, as opposed to a priori assigned values as is typically done in autonomous mapping algorithms. Figure 3 shows a simulated data set with the resulting detection matrix after the application of the detection algorithm. A landmark exists in range bin 11, with other cells empty. The fluctuating signal models the change in power from a landmark with changing vehicle pose. The signal amplitude in empty cells fluctuates according to an assumed noise model (in this case an exponential model). In this example, the false alarm likelihood is set high at 0.1, due to the small sample window (21x20 cells) to ensure some false alarms fall within the surveillance region.
Using eqns.(11) and (13), the occupancy posterior at each time step is evaluated. Both the range measurement approach and detection measurement approach are compared in this simulated test. Both methods use the detection sequence depicted in figure 3, however the values of the measurement likelihoods are different. The true likelihoods for this sample set (obtained theoretically from the detection algorithm) are DL = 0.80663 and FAL = 0.1. Using the range measurement model outlined in section III-A [Thrun, 2003] [Konolige, 1997], detection measurement likelihoods are essentially a priori assumed and the statistics of the detection algorithm used are ignored. The results in figure 4 show the estimated number of landmarks in the region after 20 measurement updates, where cells with an occupancy probability greater than 0.51 are deemed occupied, and cells with values less than 0.49 are deemed empty.

The figure on the left plots the results from the detection measurement model, using the theoretically true false alarm likelihood and varying the detection likelihood whilst the figure on the right uses the true detection likelihood and varies the false alarm likelihood. Also plotted on both graphs is the estimated number of landmarks from the range measurement model. As the range measurement model does not consider the statistics of the detection algorithm, the estimated number of landmarks in the region remains at 8 for each test as can be seen in the figure. This is due to overly pessimistic a priori assignment of the likelihoods (from the Gaussian model of equation 9) the estimated number of landmarks far exceeds the true number. Naturally this value can be tuned or scaled to improve mapping performance for a particular case, however with multiple landmarks having varying measurement likelihoods, optimal performance cannot be obtained.

For the detection measurement model, where the detection likelihoods (independent of range) are used, the values of the likelihoods are varied from 0→1 (plotted along the x-axis) for each test. Note there is large error at low assumed detection likelihoods and high estimated false alarm likelihoods, however as the assumed likelihoods approach the true value, the estimated landmark number converges on the true case (i.e. one landmark present). Thus, as optimal performance can be achieved by having the actual measurement likelihoods, these (state dependant) likelihoods must be jointly estimated with the occupancy posterior.

IV. MAPPING WITH UNKNOWN MEASUREMENT LIKELIHOODS: PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section outlines the proposed algorithm to jointly estimate both the occupancy random variable and the corresponding measurement likelihoods.

A. Data Format

From a radar perspective, the environment can be considered to consist of an unknown number of spatially distributed signal pdfs of both unknown distribution with unknown moments. Figure 2 previously illustrated a noise signal pdf in a given cell, $p(s|m, \Omega_m)$, and a landmark signal pdf, $p(s|m, \Omega_m)$. A single sensor sweep therefore acquires samples from these underlying environmental pdfs and returns them in the form of a power-range spectrum at each bearing angle. The data in a single spectrum then contains $R$ samples at discrete range increments (0.25m in this case) along each bearing angle. The data is generally modeled by an $R$ dimensional joint pdf,

$$f_{S_1,\ldots,S_R}(s_1,\ldots,s_R)$$

where $[s_1,\ldots,s_R]$ are $R$ individual samples from (assumed independent) signal pdfs observed by the sensor. Each range at which an intensity sample is acquired by the sensor is referred to as a range bin. Thus $f_{S_1,\ldots,S_R}$ represent the intensity pdf in each range bin. An example of such a spectrum, collected from an outdoor field test, can be seen in figure 5. A complete scan therefore contains spectra at bearing angles $\{\phi_1,\ldots,\phi_{|\Phi|}\} \in \Phi$ and the complete set of measurement samples can be denoted, $s_R^{\Phi}$. As before, let $p(s_r|m, \Omega_m)$ be the landmark signal pdf and $p(s_r|m, \Omega_m)$ be the noise signal pdf, in the $r_{th}$ range bin where $\Omega_m$ and $\Omega_m$
are the unknown distribution moments. The noise samples, \( s^r_k \sim p(s_r|m, \Omega_m) \), are assumed IID, \( \forall r \in [1, \ldots, R] \), and the moments of \( p(s_r|m, \Omega_m) \) are a function of the landmark’s mean SNR, \( \mathcal{R} \). The spatial distributions are typically modeled by point spread Gaussian functions using the sensor’s range and bearing covariances. Adaptive threshold techniques are common in radar signal processing, which use noise samples from surrounding sliding windows to generate a noise estimate and set the threshold, \( T \) seen in figure 2 [Gandhi and Kassam, 1989].

B. Mapping Algorithm Overview

Figure 6 shows a block diagram of the estimation problem under consideration. A single power-range spectrum, \( s_{[R]}^k \), is considered here which can then be easily generalised to model the complete 360\(^{\circ}\) set of measurements, \( s_{[R]}^k \). The system input is the true map state, \( M = [m^1, \ldots, m^R] \), which is a vector of \( R \) binary numbers indicating the presence, \( m^r = 1 \) (also denoted \( m \)), or absence, \( m^r = 0 \), (also denoted \( \bar{m} \)) of a landmark in each range bin. The corresponding \( \mathcal{R} \), for each landmark is also required, as are modeled in the vector of measurement likelihoods, \( \Lambda = [\mathcal{R}^1, \ldots, \mathcal{R}^R] \). The sensor model block then uses the landmarks range, \( \mathcal{R} \), and \( p(s_r|m, \Omega_m) \) to generate a noise free power-range spectrum, which is in turn corrupted by noise samples taken from \( p(s_r|\bar{m}, \Omega_{\bar{m}}) \) \( \forall r \) to construct \( S(M) \) (for example, figure 5), the collection of power samples comprising a sensor scan. Note that unlike most filtering formulations which assume an a priori known noise distribution and moments, here the moments remain unknown and must be locally estimated.

C. Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) Detector

This block contains the signal detection algorithm which has a constant false alarm rate property. Its input is \( S(M) \), and its output, \( Z_k = [z^1_k, \ldots, z^R_k] \), is a vector of \( R \) binary hypotheses, with \( z^r_k \in \{D, D\} \). Using the assumed noise model (with unknown moments), \( p(s_r|\bar{m}, \Omega_{\bar{m}}) \), sliding window techniques are used to generate a local estimate of the noise distributions moments in each range bin. These are then used in the likelihood ratio test of eqn.(15) to generate the D or \( \bar{D} \) hypothesis decision. A more in-depth explanation of this block can be seen in [Mullane et al., 2007].

D. Estimator

The estimation problem is therefore to evaluate the joint likelihood on the occupancy and measurement likelihood random variables at each time \( k \),

\[
p(m_k, \lambda_k|z^k)
\]

where the measurement, \( z^k \) consists of a history of all raw measurements, and \( \lambda \), contains the measurement likelihoods (detection and non-detection). This can be expanded to,

\[
p(m_k, \lambda_k|z^k) = p(m_k|\lambda_k, z^k)p(\lambda_k|z^k) \tag{16}
\]

Since occupancy is a discrete binary random variable,

\[
p(m_k = 0|\lambda_k, z^k) = 1 - p(m_k = 1|\lambda_k, z^k). \tag{17}
\]

As previously stated, \( \lambda \) contains both the detection and non-detection likelihoods, however,

\[
p(\lambda = D|m = 1, z^k) = P_d, \quad p(\lambda = \bar{D}|m = 0, z^k) = P_{fa}
\]

\[
p(\lambda = D|m = 0, z^k) = 1 - P_d, \quad p(\lambda = \bar{D}|m = 0, z^k) = 1 - P_{fa}
\]

representing a complimentary set of measurement likelihoods. Thus we only need maintain an estimate of \( p(\lambda = D|z^k) \) which will be denoted \( p(\lambda_k|z^k) \) unless explicitly stated otherwise, whose true value is \( p(\lambda|z^k) \in \{P_{fa}, \ldots, 1\} \).

As the vehicle traverses the environment, landmarks may randomly appear/disappear in the data due to occlusions as well as falling in and out of the sensors’ perception field. Contrary to standard occupancy grid mapping algorithms, a non-static time update is used here (i.e. \( p(m_k|m_{k-1}, z^{k-1}) \neq p(m_k|m_{k-1}, z^{k-1}) \)). That is, cells can randomly change from occupied to empty or vice-versa during vehicle motion. Thus the process is modeled as a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) where the transition matrix is given by,

\[
\Pi = \begin{bmatrix}
P_{oo} & P_{oe} \\
P_{eo} & P_{ee}
\end{bmatrix}
\]
$P_{oc}$ is the probability of an occupied cell remaining occupied (a stationary landmark remaining within the sensors field of view), $P_{eo}$ being the probability of an empty cell becoming occupied (possibly due to occlusion effects) with $P_{oc}$ being the opposite. $P_{ee}$ is the probability of an empty cell remaining empty. Using Bayes rule on the first term of eqn.(16) we get,

$$p(m_k | \lambda_k, z^k) \propto p(\lambda_k, z_k | m') p(m' | z^{k-1})$$

(18)

where $m'$ is the predicted occupancy obtained from the Markov transition matrix. As $\lambda_k$ is not dependant the occupancy variable,

$$p(m_k | \lambda_k, z^k) \propto \lambda_k p(z_k | m') p(m' | z^{k-1})$$

(19)

The second term of 16 is a sensor specific representation of the detection likelihood density where a detection may mean the opposite. Using Bayes rule on the first term of eqn.(16) we get,

$$p(s_i | \Omega_m = \mu, \bar{\Omega}) = \frac{1}{\mu} \exp\left(-s_i / \mu\right) I_0\left(2\sqrt{\frac{R_\phi}{\mu}}\right)$$

where $\Omega_m = \{\mu, \bar{\Omega}\}$, adopted to model the omni-directional density of the SNR from a given landmark [Skolnik, 1982]. The proposed framework can naturally be adopted to any given distribution assumptions which can derive closed form likelihood equations such as eqn.(22).

As the assumed densities for radar systems are typically non-Gaussian as well as $\lambda$ being a non-linear function of the observed data $S(M)$ (eqn.(22)) a particle approach is adopted to solve the recursion. Note the measurement likelihood estimate is valid for the radar sensor used in this work. By deriving a similar likelihood for other range measuring exteroceptive sensors such as underwater sonar and laser, the proposed algorithm can be generalized for use in multiple autonomous mapping applications.

V. PARTICLE FILTER IMPLEMENTATION

The objective of this filter is to propagate the posterior density of the joint density, $p(m_k, \lambda_k | z^{k-1})$. Assume the prior, $p(m_{k-1}, \lambda_{k-1} | z^{k-1})$ can be represented by a set of weighted particles $\{x^{(i)}_{k-1}, w^{(i)}_{k-1}\}_{i=1}^N$ such that,

$$p(x_{k-1} | z^{k-1}) \approx \sum_{i=1}^N w^{(i)}_{k-1} \delta(x_{k-1} - x^{(i)}_{k-1})$$

where,

$$x_{k-1} = \begin{bmatrix} m_{k-1} \\ \lambda_{k-1} \end{bmatrix}$$

is the joint state containing the estimate on the map and the corresponding measurement likelihoods. Note that the measurement likelihood $\lambda_k$ exists for both $m_k = 1$ (where it will be the landmark detection likelihood) and $m_k = 0$ (where it will be the false alarm likelihood).
To propagate the densities the standard particle filter recursion with resampling is followed,
\[
x^{(i)}_k \sim q(x^{(i)}_k | x^{(i)}_{k-1}, z_k)
\]
\[
w^{(i)}_k = w^{(i)}_{k-1} \frac{p(z_k | x^{(i)}_k)p(x^{(i)}_k | x^{(i)}_{k-1})}{q(x^{(i)}_k | x^{(i)}_{k-1}, z_k)}
\] (23)

The transition likelihood \( p(x^{(i)}_k | x^{(i)}_{k-1}) \) describes the predicted state values and consists of the Markov time update described previously in section IV-D to propagate the occupancy random variable. This is a random particle set sampled from the previous posterior \( p(x_{k-1} | z^{k-1}) \) where the binary value of the \( m \) component is changed or remains fixed according to the probabilities set by the transition matrix, \( \Pi \). A static time update for the measurement likelihood estimate (as it is assumed constant for each landmark) is used.
\[
p(m'|z^{k-1}) \sim p(m_{k-1} | z^{k-1}, \Pi)
\]
\[
p(\lambda'|z^{k-1}) = p(\lambda_{k-1} | z^{k-1})
\] (24)

The proposal likelihood \( q(x^{(i)}_k | x^{(i)}_{k-1}, z_k) \) depends on whether the cell continues in its same state, i.e. during the Markov transition the cell value remains unchanged, or whether it changes state. In the case of the state remaining the same,
\[
q(x^{(i)}_k | x^{(i)}_{k-1}, z_k) = p(x^{(i)}_k | x^{(i)}_{k-1}).
\] (25)

In the case of the state changing or a new detection, the data at time \( k \) is used to initialize the estimate on \( \lambda_k \) according to the measurement likelihood estimate algorithm outlined in the previous section IV-D. That is, the proposed detection likelihood is taken to be the estimated likelihood at that location using measurement data \( S(M) \) through eqn.(22). Finally the likelihood used to weight the particles is obtained from the likelihood of a landmark being present in the cell which is also the same likelihood used by the detection algorithm (eqn.(15)) and is given by,
\[
p(z_k | x^{(i)}_k) = \frac{p(s_z | m, \Omega_m)}{p(s_z | m, \Omega_m)}
\] (26)

where \( s_z \) is the signal intensity at particle location \( x^{(i)} \). The weighted particle set is then re-sampled. Estimates of the posterior occupancy and measurement likelihood can be extracted using the expected \( a \ posteriori \),
\[
\hat{x}_k = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w^{(i)}_k x^{(i)}.
\] (27)

VI. EXPERIMENTS

This section outlines experimental comparisons, using both real and synthetic data, of the proposed detection based RM algorithm with previous range likelihood approaches. The section shows superior mapping capabilities of the proposed method using metrics such as the sum total squared error, and quantitative comparisons of cell classification errors.

A. Dataset 1: Synthetic Data, Single Landmark

Simulated data was first generated using idealistic Gaussian fluctuating noise and a Gaussian fluctuating landmark of unknown mean intensity. The synthetic data is the same as used previously in section III-C. One hundred Monte Carlo trials were performed in which the occupancy posterior of each cell was propagated using the proposed algorithm with online DL estimation, and the standard occupancy algorithm where the DL is \( a \ priori \) assumed. For each trial, the assumed DL is increased by 0.01 to cover all possible values. As before (figure 3) the FAL is set at 0.1. Cells in which the posterior occupancy estimate is greater than 0.51 are declared occupied, and those less than 0.49 are declared empty. Figure 7 shows the percentage of false negatives (occupied cell declared empty) and false positives (empty cell declared occupied) for each trial. Note that when the assumed DL equals the false alarm likelihood, there is no information gained by either a detection or a non-detection thus the map remains in its initial state of \( p(m_0)=0.5 \). The percentage of false negatives remains high as expected when the DL is less than the FAL, but quickly drops to zero as the DL increases, thus showing that the proposed algorithm with DL filtering has a superior performance.

B. Dataset 2: The Carpark Environment

The section outlines a real-world application of the proposed method in an outdoor carpark environment. This environment contains numerous landmarks of varying dimension with landmark dependant detection likelihoods. Herein lies the inability to obtain the DLs for each object offline using training data, as the range of potential objects types (and hence DLs) in an outdoor environment makes it infeasible. A mobile platform, with mounted FMCW radar and LMS sensors, was remotely driven around the carpark. Four optical encoders record the input velocity to each wheel and a single-axis fibre optic gyroscope mounted over the rear axle gives estimates of the vehicle heading. With built-up surroundings, the GPS data acquired was not accurate enough to determine ground truth location. As the laser scans frequently obtained returns from the ground, automatic matching techniques failed.
and therefore consecutive laser scans were manually matched to determine the true location of the vehicle at each update.

Laser data typically returns the range to the first landmark detected along the beam. For the case of the radar, a single beam can in fact contain information from multiple landmarks (see fig 5 for example) mainly due to the wider beamwidth ($\sim 1.8^\circ$ compared with $\sim 0.1^\circ$ for the laser) and the ability of the radar beam to penetrate some light foliage. The radar beam can penetrate and propagate into the trees and return information about multiple landmarks whereas the laser is limited to one return per beam. This optimistic approach therefore assumes that every measurement (detection and non-detection) along the entire beam is valid. That is, for each time step $k$, each peak in the data (under both the null and alternate detection hypotheses), is treated as a potential landmark, and no model of the sensor beam propagation properties is assumed. Detections registered over the test by a laser sensor and the radar sensor are shown in figure 8. Parameters for the radar detection OS-CFAR module (section IV-C and eqn.22) were chosen as $W = 40$, $K = 30$, and $P_{fa} = 1 \times 10^{-6}$. An overview of the carpark environment is shown in figure 9.

Using the detection sequence depicted in figure 8, both detection and range likelihood approaches to the GBRM problem were implemented. Approximately 300 sensor scans were registered over the test, with the final posterior estimates of the map shown in figure 10. This shows mapping results from the proposed algorithm which estimates the detection likelihoods compared with previous approaches using assumed or range-based likelihoods [Thrun, 2003]. Visual inspection shows a reduction in false landmark declarations and an improved posterior map estimate. However, using the manually constructed ground truth map of the environment in figure 11, quantitative comparisons with previous approaches can be generated which highlight the advantages of the proposed method.

The error metric adopted for this work is a modification of the sum of the squared error [Martin and Moravec, 1996] over the estimated grid map, $M_k$, and the true map, $M$. For outdoor mapping applications, where there is a majority of empty cells as opposed to occupancy cells, the sum of squared error, which equally considers each (occupancy and empty) cell, was seen to result in an uninformative measure, especially in the presence of large landmark detection uncertainty. This is as a consequence of the total number of empty cells far exceeding the occupied cells. This paper therefore proposes an equally weighted (for both occupied and empty cells) error metric, referred to as the normalised averaged sum of the squared error (NASSE),

$$NASSE = 0.5 \left( \frac{1}{q_O} \sum_{i=0}^{q_O} \left( P(m_i^k | z_{i,k}, m_i^k = 1) - 1 \right)^2 + \frac{1}{(q - q_O)} \sum_{i=q_O+1}^{q} \left( P(m_i^k | z_{i,k}, m_i^k = 0) - 0 \right)^2 \right) \quad (28)$$

where, $q$ is the total number of cells in the map, $M$, and $q_O$ is the number of ground truth occupied map cells. This metric presents a normalised error measure for use in environments of largely unequal numbers of occupied and empty cells. Figure 12 shows the sequential NASSE error for both approaches. It can be seen that the rate of monotonic error reduction of the proposed approach exceeds that of standard methods, with a reduced mapping error achieved in the final posterior map estimate. Figure 13 shows an error metric comparison, for the case of noisy vehicle control inputs. In this case the standard SSE metric shows monotonic error reduction where as the NASSE clearly shows mapping
inconsistency.

Fig. 10. The resulting occupancy maps produced by the proposed algorithm (left) and previous approaches with assumed likelihoods (right). Note the larger presence of falsely declared occupied cells using previous methods. Also highlighted is the only car present in the carpark during the time of the experiment.

Fig. 11. Ground truth binary representation of the carpark testing environment. The map was manually constructed from observation of the testing ground shown in figure 9.

1) Influence of Detection Module Parameters: To generate detection measurements from the raw radar data (section IV-C), for both the range-likelihood and detection-likelihood methods implemented, an adaptive ordered statistics (OS) is adopted. Adaptive detectors use a sliding window of width, W/2, which samples local power readings and generates an estimate of the local noise in each range bin, r. Further parameters required to set the adaptive power threshold are the ‘K-value’, K, and the desired false alarm rate, $P_{fa}$. The latter parameter acts as a uniform scaling of the $K^{th}$ ordered power sample in the window, and uniformly raises or lowers the adaptive power threshold calculated in the windowing function.

To synthesise an environment consisting primarily landmarks with low detection probability, the $P_{fa}$ parameter of the detection algorithm can be set arbitrarily low (evident from figure 2). NASSE error plots for excessively low and high $P_{fa}$ values are shown in figure 14. At extremely low $P_{fa}$, further advantages of the proposed algorithm are evident, since it explicitly considers the detection statistics, specifically the missed detection likelihoods, in the mapping recursion. For range-based methods, no range reading (as a result of a missed-detection), results in no range likelihood existing. Standard approaches therefore typically assign intu-
itive occupancy measurements in regions of no range reading [Thrun, 2003], [Elfes, 1989], [Foessel et al., 2001], [Konolige, 1997]. At high rates of false alarm, an increased rate of error reduction is evident with the proposed approach due to the formulation incorporating the detectors false alarm probability. This demonstrates the advantages of the proposed approach in the presence of both landmarks with low detection probability, and high rates of spurious detections.

The parameters, $W$, $K$, set the upper limit on the expected environmental landmark density along a single power-range spectrum (such as in figure 5) in the environment. As the estimate of the noise signal intensity is taken as the $K^{th}$ ordered sample, with $W=40$ and $K=30$ and a range resolution of 25cm per range bin, allows for $(30/4)m$ to comprise of empty space and $(10/4)m$ (at most) to comprise of landmarks [Rohling, 1983]. The OS detection routine is quite robust to changing window size, however increased error at excessively small or large window sizes is evident, as shown in figure 15.

While these parameters may influence the detections registered by the imaging radar, this is common to any application adopting such a sensor. The results presented highlight that given any set of detector parameters, the proposed stocastic mapping approach outperforms that of classical approaches, as it theoretically incorporates the resulting statistics, as a result of a given parameter choice, into the mapping recursion.

C. Dataset 3: The Campus Environment

The second dataset comprises an outdoor semi-urban environment within the university campus. Due to the practical challenges of obtaining a binary map ground truth from such an extensive environment, a high resolution undistorted (1 pixel/m) plan-view satellite image shown in figure 16 is used to provide map validation. The, approximately 500m long, path traversed by the vehicle is also shown. Figure 16 also shows the same image with superimposed hypothesised landmarks returned by the proposed algorithm. While quantification is challenging in such an environment, the results show good correlation with the satellite image, as numerous trees and buildings are clearly accurately registered. From comparison of the maps produced by the radar, using the proposed algorithm, and the laser in figure 17, the merits of radar as an outdoor exteroceptive sensor are evident. Due to the multiple-landmark-per-bearing-angle detection capability of the radar sensor, far more detail is apparent in its map than that of the single-landmark-per-bearing-angle laser.

VII. Conclusion

This paper presented a mapping algorithm for jointly estimating the occupancy variable along with its detection measurement likelihood. It showed that the measurement likelihood typically used in occupancy grid algorithms should in fact be modeled as a density function as opposed to a deterministic function, which is normally the case. By examining the measurement model and using signal detection theory, it is shown that the occupancy random variable can be calculated in closed form without the need of heuristic models. However, the measurement likelihood used in the occupancy posterior calculation is in itself an estimated entity, thus requiring a joint estimation framework to propagate both the occupancy and measurement likelihood estimates.

The standard discrete Bayes estimation framework therefore no longer applies to the occupancy grid problem and a particle filter approach is proposed. Using Markov transitions, the effects of occlusions and the appearance of new landmarks in the region are integrated into the algorithm. Particle representations allow for the propagation of the measurement likelihoods (derived through a non-linear function of the sensor received intensity) subject to non-Gaussian noise. Weights for these particles are obtained from the likelihood ratio used by the detector. The resulting set of posterior particles is then resampled and the recursion is established.

This concept was demonstrated for an FMCW radar sensor which is typically used in an outdoor environment. The sensor gives access to unprocessed range data, allowing for custom landmark detectors to be applied. The framework then allows for the accurate assignment of map occupancy probabilities, irrespective of the hypothesis chosen by the detector. Mapping results were presented for loops in an outdoor carpark as
Fig. 16. A high resolution satellite image of the testing grounds within university campus. This provides some ground validation for the proposed mapping algorithm. The estimated vehicle path (obtained from the manually matching successive scans) is superimposed in red.

Fig. 17. The final posterior map estimates from a radar and laser sensor of the outdoor campus environment. Note the increased information content of the radar map, over that of the laser map, due to its ability to detect multiple landmarks at a single bearing angle.
well as within the university campus. Comparison with maps produced from previous approaches, ground-truth maps, laser occupancy maps as well as images show the merits of the proposed approach.

However, this work focused mainly on the online estimation of the detection likelihood and assumed the false alarm likelihood to be known. Due to the detection theory, thresholds are set using an \textit{a priori} assumption on the distribution of the noise signal (as well as being assumed homogenous). Significant work needs to be carried out to accurately estimate the false alarm likelihood in regions of the map which deviate from the homogenous noise assumption, which can have drastic results for the occupancy posterior. Evidential modeling methods may be applied as there would be large uncertainty as to the true false alarm probability. This would further improve the mapping accuracy. Further work also would integrate the estimated detection likelihoods into data association decisions and SLAM algorithms as most hypothesis decision algorithms include detection likelihoods which are again typically \textit{a priori} assumed known. The consequences of such simplifications are currently under investigation.
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